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Maximum Likelihood Estimation of 
a Change-Point in the Distribution of Independent 
Random Variables: General Multiparameter Case 
P. K. BHATTACHARYA* 
In a sequence of II independent random variables the pdf changes from 11-y. I)) to 
/(.I-. 0 + JJsti I) after the lirst ni. variablesThe problem is to estimate i E (0. I ). where 
0 and ,i are unknown d-dim parameters and v,, --t r slower than 11’ ‘. Let A, denote 
the maximum likelihood estimator (mle) of I.. Analyzing the local behavior of the 
likelihood function near the true parameter values it is shown under regularity con- 
ditions that if n\‘, 2( I,, - 1) is bounded in probability as )l + 8~. then it converges in 
law to the time 7 ,,>J.,ij~ at which a t\co-sided Brnwnian motion (B.M.) with drift 
~(6’J6)“Irl on (--r. r ) attains its a.s unique minimum. where J denotes the 
Fisher-information matrix. This generalizes the result for small change in mean of 
univariate normal random variables obtained by Bhattacharya and Brockwcll 
( 1976, Z. It’ur.~h. l’~t,. Grhirfc 37, 51 75) who also derived the distribution of r,, 
for p > 0. For the general case an alternative estimator is constructed by a three- 
step procedure which is shown to have the above asymptotic distribution. In the 
important case of multiparameter exponential families. the construction of thia 
estimator is considerably simplified. 1 I%7 Academw Pro\. Ire 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose in a long sequence of independent random variables X, , . . . . A’,,, 
either all the X,‘s have the same distribution or there is a small change in 
distribution after the first [A]. In such a context, one would want to test a 
null hypothesis of “no change in distribution.” If such a hypothesis is rejec- 
ted or if it is known a priori that a change has indeed taken place, then one 
would try to estimate the change-point i.. The general area of nonsequen- 
tial statistical inference about change-points has been explored mainly for 
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single-parameter families or for location-change in a univariate dis- 
tribution. In the first category, Chernoff and Zacks [S], Gardner [7]. 
Hinkley [ 101, Sen and Srivastava [ 141. Smith [ 151, and Bhattacharya 
and Brockwell [3] have studied the problem of the change in mean of a 
univariate normal distribution and Kander and Zacks [ 131 have con- 
sidered a change in a single-parameter exponential family. Nonparametric 
methods for location change in a univariate distribution have been 
proposed by Bhattacharya and Johnson 121, Sen and Srivastava [ 141, and 
Darkhovskv [6]. In two recent reviews, Hinkley PI ~1. [ 1 I] and Zacks 
[ 163 discuss these and other related contributions. The sequential problern, 
which is of an entirely different nature, will not be discussed here. 
Let us now suppose that the pdf of the independent .Y,‘s changes from 
,/‘(I. 0) to f.Y. 0 + h’,, ’ ) after the first [!I;“] observations, where ,/’ satisfies 
some regularity conditions, i E (0, 1 ), 0, S E R” are unknown parameters 
and v,, ---t 7. in such a manner that \‘,,Iz I ’ + 0. Thus it is assumed that a 
change has taken place in the parameter-vector 0 and our interest lies in 
estimating the change-point i.. Testing the hypothesis of “no change” is a 
relatively easy problem to handle when il is large. This will be briefly 
discussed at the beginning of Section 3. 
This asymptotic problem was considered by Bhattacharya and Brockwell 
[3] in the special case of a small change in the mean 0 of a univariate nor- 
mal distribution while the variance cr’ remains unchanged. For that case, 
the maximum likelihood estimator (mle) of i. is i,, = ,j/n wherej maximizes 
and it was shown that II\‘,, 2(,?,, ~ 2) +’ T,,, (i, where for any I( > 0. ‘r,( is 
that I at which B( 1) + 4 ~1 I/ 1 attains its a.s. unique minimum, Herr !I( t) is (I 
two-sided Brouwitm rwtiorl ( B.M. ), ~.LJ., B( t ) = B, ( t ), t > 0, m(l 
B( t ) = B2( - t I, t < 0, wktw B, ( t ) mtl B,( t ) urc i~~d~ptwtknt B.M.‘s on 
[0, X. ). It was also shown that T,, has pdf g( t, A!) which is symmetric abou 
0 and 
where cf, is the standard normal cdf. Clearly, for any I, p( 1 7’,, j ,< 1 
increases with 11. In this paper we shall first study the local behavior of the 
log likelihood function in the general case by an invariance principle on 
compact sets (Theorem 1 ). If x,, denotes the mle, then this restricted 
invariance principle implies that nv,, “(j,, ~ A) + Y T,,[,,,) ,,l, = T:,,,, ,,,, ,,, , :. 
where A’( 0) A( 8) = J(0) is the Fisher-information matrix, provided that 
lim,, , , lim, . , P[ / I,, -A / >, Kvfjn ‘I= 0 This convergence was proved 
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distribution belonging to the multiparameter exponential family and show 
that for such a distribution, 2,,(d) for arbitrary q4 is efficient. 
,f’(.u, O)=expi f 1’,(0)(1,(.,-)+(/(O)+hi.\);). 
where 0 is a cl-dim vector whose rth coordinate is 0,. Let .Q be the natural 
parameter space and assume that the matrix P(d,) = (;~~~(~);‘iO, ) is non- 
singular for every d, E Q”. For such a (i, 
l’,(d) = 
? log ,I’( .Y, f#J ) 
if), 
= f  P$.hj+g@ 
II J 
Thus the vector ,‘((b) whose rth coordinate is I,.($) is given by 
k’(d,,= P((l,)4.l~)+Q(f/). 
where (I(.\-) and Q(d) arc t/-dim vectors whose rth coordinates arc c/,.(,1;‘) 
and iq(q5),‘?0,.. respectively, and P(d) is nonsingular by assumption. We 
now see that I’($) is a linear function of I’(O): 
where B= B(q4. O)= P(b) P ‘(II) and C‘= (‘(4, O)= Q(d)- P(d) P ‘(0) 
Q(t) 1. Since H,,,, and H,,) are the covariance matrices of I.(O) and 1’(d). 
respectively, and since the (r. .~)th element of H,,, is the covariancc bctwccn 
l,(q$) and I’,(O), we have 
H,, = BH,,,, B’ an d H,),, = BH,,,,. 
Consequently. Hi,, H+,,4iiH,,, = H,,,,. This is summarked in the following 
theorem. 
II\‘,, .’ ’ ,;,,id)W) A T  ,,,.,,,, 12. 
We now apply Theorem 6 to two specific distributions 
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local and global behaviors of a stochastic process i fi,,(.j, qS,, ) ) given by (9 ) 
are analyzed in Theorems 2 and 3. The local behavior has to do with 
$. - K$ < j < nE, + Kvz, whereas the gloval behavior concerns all ,j for 
which min [ ,j, ,I - j) > ~z”%,. This restriction for ,j is needed in the proof of 
Theorem 3, because for extreme values of ,j, o,,(,j, d,,) may exhibit 
irregularities. This restriction is reflected in the maximization procedure 
which leads to the estimator l,,(d,,). However, the proportion of values of,i 
which are excluded in this manner is ?v,,n “’ which tends to 0 as II + x. 
The above technical restriction is, therefore. very slight. 
2. NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
‘Y, = .vy’. 1 d i < II. are independent random variables taking values in 
an arbitrary space .Y‘. the first [&.I having common pdff’(.y, 0) and the last 
II - [nil having common pdf ,f’(s. 0 + C~V,~ I) with respect to a o-finite 
measure I)Z on a a-algebra of .8’-sets. Let the parameter space R be a subset 
of R” and let Q” denote the interior of Q. Then fl E Q”, (5 E R”, and 1. E (0, 1 ) 
are unknown parameters and r,, + x in such a manner that V,,IZ ’ ’ + 0. 
To avoid unnecessary complications. we shall write nX, & + V$ etc. for 
[nil, [)I). + $r]. respectively. and proceed as if they were integers. 0, and 
8, will denote the rth coordinates of (I and 6, respectively. c?,f‘(s, q4)/N,, 
;1y(s. fj,/?n, N,,. ? log j‘(.u, #)/?(I,, and ?’ log ,f(s, qS)/C:O, (10, are partial 
derivatives evaluated at 4. whose existence is assumed for all C$ E Q” and for 
all .x-. Let 
and let Y,( 4) be a hdim random vector whose rth coordinate is I’,,(d) and 
N’,(d) a LIX d random matrix whose (u, .y)th element is K’,,,(4). 
We shall assume that the following regularity conditions hold: 
1. For all q5 E Q” and for 4 lying in a neighborhood of H, the ci-dim 
vector /lm(q4’) whose rth coordinate is 
exists. Moreover. p4( 4) = 0 for all q5 in a neighborhood of 0. We shall write 
p,(e) = pL when there is no chance of confusion. 
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7 b. (a) For all 4 E Q” and for 4’ lying in a neighborhood of 0, the d x d 
matrix Hd4(d’) whose (Y, s)th element is 
exists and is positive definite. Moreover, 
for all 4 lying in a neighborhood of 0. 
(b) The Fisher-information matrix J(d) = H,,(c$) is continuous at 
(n = 0. 
(c) For all 4 E Q”, the matrix H*,, = H,,,( II) whose (r. .v)th element 
is 
whose existence is already assured, is nonsingular. 
3. j (i: log .f’(s, d)j?Or)’ f’(s, 4’) rtnz(.u) and J ((:’ log j”(.~, ~),~c?I,?H,,)~ 
,f’(s, 4’) tb?r(.u), 1 < r, s 6 li, exist and are bounded for all ~+4 E Q” and for 9’ 
lying in a neighborhood of II. 
4. There exists I: > 0 and a function M(s) such that 
(i 1 supll~ ,,,, <,, I cS.f’(.~, d)/?O,l d M(.Y) and suplI, (,,, <) I ?f‘(.u, 4)i 
r’0, ?(I, 1 G M(.u) for 1 < r, s 6 ~1, and 
(ii) 1 (? log ,f‘(.r, 4)/?0,)’ A’(.\-) &z(s) < ~8 for all d and 1 <r < (1. 
5. There exists functions M(s, 4) on 2’ x 52’ and E(I), 4) on 
(0, x ) x R” such that 
(i) suplji, loIIS,JI (1’ log f(.r, Cj’,/JO,. (30, - (7? log ,I‘($ $4)/&i, &I, 1 < 
M(s, d) c(p, d), 1 <r, s d d, 
(ii) lim,,,,, I:( I’, 4 ) = 0, and 
(iii) s M”(s. d) ,f‘(s, 4’) &z(r) exists and is bounded for all c$EQ’ 
and for 4’ lying in a neighborhood of 8. 
6. For every E > 0, lim,, I Elll Yt~i+l(~fiiv,~ ‘)ll’l{ll ytzi+l(@+ 
h,, I ) 1) > v,~c; 1 = 0. 
7. If (1, is the mle of H based on a random sample of size k from 
I’(.Y, O), then 0, + fl a.s. 
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We conclude this section with two lemmas 
Proc$ Since *Y, have pdf ,f’( s. lI ) for I < i < ni and ,f’( .v, 0 + ii\,,, ’ ) for 
wi. + 1 <i< II, the first part of the lemma follows from the definition of 
~~(4’) and condition I. To prove the other part, note that 
i. 
&J I) + ii\!,, ’ ) = ( 
? log ,/‘( .\-, f#I )
I ! ) ifl, ,
where 1 R,,,.I < (2~:) ’ Cf , C;’ , Id\ (i,l j (; log /‘(.Y> J,);;O,) M(.Y) d\- z- 
o(r,, ’ ) by condition 4, and the lemma is proved. i 
P~ooJ. The first part follows from the definition of H,,,,) and condition 2. 
The other part follows as in Lemma 1 by using condition 4. 1 
This paper is mainly concerned with estimating the change-point 
d E (0, 1 ) when it is known that a change in distribution has indeed taken 
place. However. in practice one would bc Icd to this problem only after the 
null hypothesis H,, of “no change in distribution” has been rejected by an 
appropriate test. For this reason we shall first briefly discuss the 
asymptotics of the testing problem. The following test generalizes a test 
proposed by Bhattacharya and Brockwcll 131, for the case of the change in 
mean of a univariate normal distribution. For arbitrary QIE 52” and 
I <r < II, let 
I ‘I( I 
H,,,(t)=t1 “Ci,,,’ c l’,,(qb-t? ‘[HZ]i Y,,(d) . 
i, I I 
0 < t ec I 
Since I;:, is a consistent estimator of H,,,,,.. 
B,,,.(t)-II- B*(t) under H,, 
B,,,( f  ) - I1 ’ Gp, ‘qg(,)A B*(t) otherwise. 
where I I*, 0 < t 6 1 j is a Brownian bridge. rr = H4i,!,f E:‘.. , HP,!.,., h,. 
ill1 d 
1 
- ( 1 ~~ E. )t. O-cf,<i 
g(1)= ->.(I -i)+i.(t-j.), r. < t < I. 
By condition 2. GL, # 0 for some r. Consequently, if we choose i C;,, j such 
that lim,, _ , X,, = + x but lim,, . , L,,n “‘v,~ =O, then for the test which 
ilccepts H,, if and only if supoc, _ , ! B,,,.(t)) CL,, for I d r 6 4 both error 
probabilities tend to 0 as H + ;%. 
From now on, it is assumed that a change in distribution has taken 
place. The problem is to estimate the change-point 2 E (0. I ). 
To examine the local behavior of the log likelihood function 
extend L,,(d. 4’;) between two integers by linear interpolation and let 
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The limiting process given in Theorem 1, attains its tnaximum at 
11 = i “.-i ‘(O)Z,, r-(1-i) “A ‘(O)Z,, and the I at which 
B(t) + 4 // A(0) b 11 1 t 1 attains its minimum. This indicates that if j,, denotes 
the mle of 2, then m,, ‘(,?,I - 2) should be asymptotically distributed as 
T ,J.llI)Ic’ll = T : I) .I, ,I, I) ; ’ !. where B( f ) + + II.-1( 1)) 6 11 / t 1 attains its as. unique 
minimum. However, since the above convergence is uniform only on com- 
pact sets, this asymptotic property of the mle is established only if it can bc 
shown that nv,, ‘(x,, - 2) is bounded in probability. This involves the global 
behavior of the random function L,,(d, 4’. j) given by (6). which is intrac- 
table in the generality in which we are discussing the problem. Instead, we 
shall construct an alternative estimator for which the desired asymptotic 
distribution will be established. 
Consider the sequence of independent random vectors I’,(4 1, I < i < tt. 
By Lemma 1. i Y,(d) 1 undergoes a change in the mean vector after the first 
tz observations. To estimate II;,. it therefore seems rcasonablc to maximize 
I /i I 11<,.4 
with respect to j. where for any C/E R” and any (1 x tl positive matrix H. 
1) N 1) 5, = u’H ‘0. However, the random function l’,,(j d,) cannot be com- 
puted from the data, since If,), involves the unknown parameter 0 which 
determines the distribution of I’,(4 ), 1 < i < n. For this reason, WC should 
replace H,, in U,,( i, 4) by the sample covariance matrix of ?.,((j), 1 < i & II. 
Furthermore, we would eventually find it necessary to carry out this 
maximization with 4 = II, but 0 is unknown and we would only have a 
preliminary estimate (I,, for 0, which satisfies ti,, = H + O,,(n ’ ‘), i.e., 
n’ ‘(e,, - 0) is bounded in probability. This motivates the following 
estimators. For d, E 12”. let i4,) 1 be a random sequence in Q so that 
qb,, - cj = O,,(n ’ ’ ). Define 
where Y,,(dn) = n ’ C’; Y,(g,,) and 
O,,(.j,~,,,= (j ‘+(t7--j, ‘I ’ 
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Also define cr,,( ., d,,) by linear interpolation between integers. Having 
modified the random function U,,( ., q5) in this way, ict ;,,(d,,) he,j/n, whrwj 
n~arinzire.r ii,,( ,j, q5,,) in the runge n’ ‘r,, < ,j 6 11 - II’ ‘v,~, taking the smallest j 
if tiLZ is maximized for several values 0f.j. We have the following properties 
of C’,J.i. d,,, 1: 
THEOREM 3. Sq~pw (p,, = fj + O,,(u ' ' ). 7hw 
lim P[ , max I, . ,.A-+ I Ii I,, , ) K,,.,,' :1., .: , <. II 
,l, ~,~, i:,,(.i, ti,,) 3 @,,(fk 4,,)1 = 0. 
From Theorems 2 and 3. the asymptotic distribution of ;,,(a,,) follows. 
THEOREM 4. Szrpposc~ d,, = J, + O,,(tz ’ ’ 1. Tiw~ 
For 4 = (1, H$,, H;;‘H,,,,, = H,,,, = J(H); so X,,(d) has the desired asymptotic 
distribution, viz. tzr,, ‘(i,,(e) ~ ii +c/ T,,,,J,,,l :. However, since (1 is 
unknown, x,,(H) is not a computable statistic. We therefore use Theorem 4 
to construct an estimator jU,T in three steps as follows. 
C’onstrzrction (?f‘j-,T. For arbitrary q5 E R”, compute z,,( 4). Let fi = N,, = 
6,,(4)( 1 ~ C) for 0 < e < I. Obtain the mle Cj,V of H from X,, _... XV, treating 
these as i.i.d. with pdf,f’(.u, 0). Then E.,T = z,,(o ,^). 
tl\‘,i ‘(i,: - El --x-t 7,,,,,,,,,,,,1 :. 
The three-step procedure for constructing j-z can be avoided if 
lf$,,H,,‘H,,, = H,,,, for all C/I. so that x,,(J,) for arbitrary (b has the d&red 
asymptotic distribution. It will be shown in the next section (Theorem 6) 
that this happens in the important case when .f’(.\-. 0) belongs to a 
multiparameter exponential family. 
4. APPL.I~‘ATIONS 
From Theorem 4 we see that if for arbitrary C/J lying in the interior of Q, 
we let T,,(4) to be j/n. where j maximizes I?,,( j, 4) given by (8) in the range 
I? I 2 \!,? < j < II ~ 11’ “v,~. then II\‘,, ’ [x,,(d) -- j. I + “’ T,,, llb,,ll ,,,, :I~~,,~,,,I 2 where the 
pdf of T,, for IL> 0 is given by (1 ). From ( I ) it is seen that P(! T,, 1 <t) 
increases as /l increases. The most desirable choice of (b for constructing 
T,,(d) is. therefore, such that ;i’H$,, H,, ‘H,b,, 6 attains its maximum value. 
For (r = II, we have Hi,, H,,‘M,,, = H,,,, = .I and ;,,( 0) has the same 
asymptotic distribution that the mle i,, of i ought to have. according to the 
local behavior of the likelihood function given bq Theorern 1. We now 
show that the matrix H,,,, ~~ tfb,, H,fi,,,‘H,A,, is, in general, positive semi- 
definite and. consequently, 
d’lf,,,, ci 3 d’ff;,, H ,,,, oi H,b,, (r for all (/, # 0 and for all 6. 
This is obtained as follows (see. e.g., Anderson [I], p. 343). Let A and B be 
?ri x Zrl partitioned matrices given by 
Then .d is positive semi-definite, B is nonsingular, and so 
is positive semi-definite. Hence /f,,,, - Hi,, tl,,‘H,,, is positive semi-definite. 
Because of this, a choice of J, other than 0 will, in general, yield a less 
efficient estimator. To overcome this difficulty, an estimator i.,: which is 
computed in three steps was introduced in Section 3. We now consider a 
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distribution belonging to the multiparameter exponential family and show 
that for such a distribution, 2,,(d) for arbitrary q4 is efficient. 
,f’(.u, O)=expi f 1’,(0)(1,(.,-)+(/(O)+hi.\);). 
where 0 is a cl-dim vector whose rth coordinate is 0,. Let .Q be the natural 
parameter space and assume that the matrix P(d,) = (;~~~(~);‘iO, ) is non- 
singular for every d, E Q”. For such a (i, 
l’,(d) = 
? log ,I’( .Y, f#J ) 
if), 
= f  P$.hj+g@ 
II J 
Thus the vector ,‘((b) whose rth coordinate is I,.($) is given by 
k’(d,,= P((l,)4.l~)+Q(f/). 
where (I(.\-) and Q(d) arc t/-dim vectors whose rth coordinates arc c/,.(,1;‘) 
and iq(q5),‘?0,.. respectively, and P(d) is nonsingular by assumption. We 
now see that I’($) is a linear function of I’(O): 
where B= B(q4. O)= P(b) P ‘(II) and C‘= (‘(4, O)= Q(d)- P(d) P ‘(0) 
Q(t) 1. Since H,,,, and H,,) are the covariance matrices of I.(O) and 1’(d). 
respectively, and since the (r. .~)th element of H,,, is the covariancc bctwccn 
l,(q$) and I’,(O), we have 
H,, = BH,,,, B’ an d H,),, = BH,,,,. 
Consequently. Hi,, H+,,4iiH,,, = H,,,,. This is summarked in the following 
theorem. 
II\‘,, .’ ’ ,;,,id)W) A T  ,,,.,,,, 12. 
We now apply Theorem 6 to two specific distributions 
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4.1 .I cllntl,~t~ it7 ttiew rrtitl wrirrtict of’ (1 iuii7xrirrtc~ tiorttzul rlis- 
trihrtioti. Let .f’(.v; (I,. H,) denote a univariate normal pdf with mean 0, 
and variance (I,. By Theorem 6, any choice of (b is equally good, so let 
(b, =0 and 4, = 1. Then I’,, = I’,,(q5)=zV, and Yi2 = )y,2(d)=+(.V:- I). 
The estimator-i,, = z,,(d) is j:‘n where j maximizes (‘,,(,j, 4) given by (9) in 
terms of Y,, . Y,:, I 6 i< tt. For the Fisher-information matrix J for this 
distribution J,, = 0, ‘. J,, = (2fli) ‘, and J,, =O. Hence, if the mean 
changes by 0, I’,~ ’ and the variance changes by i3?~‘,, I, then 
4.12. c’hrlt7gc it7 rrgrrssiot7 qf’ ii hi7wiute t7ortticii tlistrihrtiot7. Let f( .v, . 
.Y ?; (I,. 0,. (I,, (I,, II,) denote a bivariate normal pdf with E( X, )= (I,, 
Var( .Y, ) = (I,, E( A.2 1 .Y, ) = 0 1 + 0, .Y, . and Var( .I-? / 7r’, ) = 0,. By 
Theorem 6, any choice of (i, is equally good, so let 4, = +3 = d4 = 0 and 
(1?=(/)‘=l.Then )‘,,=A’,,, Y’,2=I(.Y~,Pl), Y,>=.k’,,, Y’,,=.Y,,,kr,2.and 
)‘,< = i ( ,k.f2 ~ I ), from which I,, = ?l,( a) is obtained as usual. Suppose after 
the first rd. pairs, the regression coefficients 0, and H, change to O3 + S,vI, I 
and 0, + 2,~~,, I. but the other parameters remain unchanged. Since the 
relevant elements of the information matrix are 
J,, = f), ‘, J,J = 0, 0, ’ and J,, = (of + 0, )fi< ‘. 
the asymptotic distribution of ;,, is obtained from 
Let f’(.v, (I) denote the pdf of a Cauchy distribution with median H. Then 
Y($b)=2(x’-fj);l +(.Y-cj)‘j ‘. which is not a linear function of Y(0). 
Let IJ$,, denote the correlation coefficient between Y(d) and Y(0). Then 
H&H,,)’ = pj,,H,),, < H ,,,,. Thus the estimator I,,(&) for arbitrary (b is 
inefficient. In this case, the three-step procedure for constructing i,T is 
essential. 
5. PROOF ot THHXWM I 
Rewrite (7 ) as 
(13, 
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11, 
h(4=~ (log.f’(X,. Oturz I,‘)-log f’(.Y,, (I);, 
I 
and 
i yfli 
F jlog .17x,,, +, ,. 0 + sv,, ’ + 2’12 ’ “) 
- log .f‘(x,,,, + , (, 0 + 1111 ’ 1 ) ) . t<0 
,y,,( II.I’. f ) = , 0, t=O 
I,, ~ log f’( X,,, + /. 0 + A’,, ’ + 1’11 ’ 2 ) ). t > 0. 
By Taylor expansion, 
,I/ ,,I 
+n I2 c d l.,(f) ) + (32 ) ’ c U’f’,,, II. 
li, hr:;+ I I 
LEMMA 3. Suppo.w supIlull s h 11 q5!,“(u) - C$ 11 = o,,( 1 ), I= 1, 3, &jr .TOW 
q4 E CP ~tul kt lim,, * , N( 12) = K,. TIzrl~ 
max sup N(n) ‘&‘(M/,(qy(u))- w,($q(u)); u=o,(l) 
1 *: is N(n) ,,),,, <I; I 
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Pu~c!/: By Condition 5(i). (ii ). 
To complete the proof, use condition 5( iii) and Kolmogorov’s 
inequality. 1 
In each of t/,,,(~) and rl,gJ(~‘), the last term is o,,( I ) by Lemma 3 and the 
third term is o,,( I ) by Tchebychev’s inequality and the order relation 
\‘,,I1 ’ 1 = o( I ). Moreover, these converges are uniform on compact sets. 
We now apply CLT to the first term and WLLN to the second term of 
each of rl,,, ( U) and i/,,2( 1’) to obtain 
‘j,,J”)-I-’ IL’ I -r, A(f))r I’ z, - + 11 ~ 1 -2 .3(fj)l’I12 
=i lIZ2/12 -4 I’\’ I ~ iA(f))ll-%,lI‘, (14) 
uniformly on ,I u (1 < K:, 1,~ /I < k, where %, and Z, are ~/-dim N(0, I). 
We next expand <,,( II. P, t ) for t > 0 around 0 + ~iv,~ ‘. use V,,II ’ A = o( I ). 
and apply Lemma 3 to obtain 
1 ;s “,’ 
x 1 ,g,; + (3 ) ’ c (I,;,; ’ + O,‘( I ). (15) 
I I 
where UI),J I = ((5 + (I‘ ~ II) V,,II ’ ’ ; ’ l’,,, , ,(O + A’,, I ), (u;,~’ = ((5 - IIV,,IZ ’ ‘)’ x 
I!‘,,, + ,(fj + 6\~~~ ‘) (ij .- II\‘,,II I’). wi,)) = P’W~,,, + ,(H $ 6v,, ‘)I>. and the 
o,,( 1 )-term is uniform in I/ II ~1 < K, ,I 1.11 <IV:. and O< t.<A. Invoke 
condition 3, apply Kolmogorov’s inequality. and LM E[ W',,, + ,( I)+ ii~,~ ' )] 
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= J(H + (SV,~ ’ ) = J(U) + o( 1 ) to conclude that the second and the third 
terms on the RHS of (15) are respectively ~ $ // A(0) 6 II2 t + o,,,( 1 ) and 
o(,( 1 ), uniformly on compact sets. Finally, note that the summands (u:,)) in 
the first term are i.i.d. with mean 0 and variance cr,‘, = 11.-1(O) (5 iI2 + o( 1 ), 
invoke Condition 6, and apply Theorem 1, page 452 of Gikhman and 
Skorokhod [8] to obtain 
uniformly on 11 II 11 d I(, I/ L’ /I < K, and 0 < t < K, where B?(r) is a standard 
B.M. on [0, ‘r_ ). Putting everything together, (15) becomes 
and similarly, for t ~0, expanding the summands of <,,(u, I’. t), we have 
;,Jtr,r,i)--il, -II.=l(f1)~i(l {B,(-r)+f !(.4(11)6i( .(r( I, 1 <o. (16’) 
where B,( / t /) is also a standard B.M. on [O. x ) and both (16) and (16’) 
hold uniformly on compact sets. 
Now observe that the first terms of I/,~, (u), I/,,~( I’ ), and ;,,([I, r. /) for / < 0 
and t > 0, involve disjoint sets of independent rv’s I’,(O). i = 1. .__, ni, and 
I’,( 0 + h,, ‘). i=d.+ I,..,. II. so that Z,, Z2, B,(t). and B,(t) in (I?), (14). 
(16) and (16’) are mutually independent. Writing B(t) as a two-sided 
B.M., i.e., B(r) = B,( -1) for t < 0 and B(t) = B,(t) for t 2 0, and combining 
(16) and (16’) we have 
i;,,(~.~~.o~ -~/.4(H)til~ jfqt)~~~l.3(0)~s~I ./f/l. (17) 
Combining (17) with (13) and (14) in (I?), Theorem 1 is proved 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We begin by obtaining simplified forms of the stochastic processes 
c,,(.j, d,,) and [,,(r. 4,,) defined in (9) and (10). For this, we need some 
notations. Let 
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Then by Lemmas I and 2, H,, = H,,( 0) + O( ~1,~ ’ ). In the following lemma, 
we relate the sample covariance matrix fi,, of Y,(b,,), i= I, ,.., II, given by 
(X), to H,, when q5,, = 4 + O,,(n ’ ‘). 
LEMMA 4. (f’b,, =tj+ O,,(tt I’). t/m fi,, = H,, + O,,(II ’ ‘). 
Proc$ Write 
l,(d,,)= Y,(4)- W,(d)(d,, -d)+(,,,,cd,! -41, (18) 
where (1 ,,, = B’,(d) - C+‘,($,,) with /I II/,, -- 4 I/ d /Id,, - 4 II = O,,(n “‘). Express 
fi,, in terms of the sample mean vectors and sample covariance matrices of 
the first nA and the last n( I -A) of the Y,(q5,,) and invoke conditions 3 and 
5 to complete the proof. More details are given in [4]. 1 
Rrn~urh-. The boundedness of the fourth moments in conditions 3 and 
S(iii) are used only in proving this lemma. For all other purposes, bounded 
second moments would be enough. 
We now write 
H+,‘(O) = B’B. H,, ’ = B:,B,,, and 2,, ’ = 6$,,. (19) 
and conclude that 
E,, = &, -B,, = O,,(tr ’ ‘) and E,, = B,, - B=O(v,, ‘). (20) 
(Here and elsewhere in our discussion, a vector or a matrix satisfies a 
stochastic or nonstochastic order relation if and only if each of its elements 
does.) We now define 
Z,,,(b,, ) = &, I’,( 4,, L Z,Jd) = B,, I’,(d). uib,, 1 = Z,,,(d, 1 - Z,,,(dJ I- 
(21) 
By virtue of ( 1X ), 
R,,,(4,,) =E, >‘,(d)-- 8,; ~~~~,(~)-~J,,,l(~,, -4). (23) 
Now write 
C,,(,j)=tz’r~(l -i)(,j(tz- j)) ‘. 
Note that, for ,j= ni, c’,,(t~A) = I and. for j=n~, + ~,tr, 
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uniformly in 1 t / < K; and let 
?,i 
P,, = (1 - 1.1 1 R,,,(d,,) - j- i R,,,(d,,L 
I ,*i + I 
+ 
S/,(0= c ~l(~>O)Z,,.,,;+,(4)- l(r<o)z ,,,,,,. +, ,(6,1 
I 
T,,(r)= C jl(t>O) Rtz.,,j+,(4,,)k l(t<O) R,,.,,, + I ,(dr,)I 
S,,(O) = T,,(O) = 0. 
Then by algebraic simplification, [,,( t, qS,,) is expressed as 
41 -i.)i^,,(t,~,,)=2(c(,,, S,,(r))+l’Jt) lI~,,ll’+n,,(t). 
where 
D,,(r)=(l +i’,,(o)jllS,,(t)+ ~,,(f)l/‘+2<% -t/j,,, T,,(f)) 
+2‘v,,>S,,(t))i +;‘,,(r)il18,,I11+3(X,1.S,i(~)+P,,>). (27) 
Let Y,*(d)= Y,(4)-EYi($) and let Yz,(qS) and Yz2(q4) denote respec- 
tively the sample means of the first ni and the last n( 1 ~ 2) of the Y,*(d), 
which are both O,,(n ’ ‘) by condition 6. llsing (19), (ZO), (21 ), and 
applying Lemma 1, we have 
x,,=nE.(l -i.)(B+E,,)[~,(n)~~(,(f~+Sv,, I)+ Y,T,(qS- F,T,(qS)] 
= -nv,; ‘A( 1 -/I) BH,,, S[ 1 + o,,( 1 )] (28) 
by the usual calculus of stochastic order relations (see Pratt [ 131). 
Proceeding in the same way, we also have 
S,,(t)=v,,[iI(r<O)(l -I.)+ I(t>O)E.i ItI .H,,,(Il)ci 
drl 
+ ltt > O) l:T;+,(d)) + op(l )I. (‘9) 
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From (28), (29) and (24) we have 
{ni.(l-A)) ‘;‘,,(r)lla,,Il’=(?j~~l)jS’J(~,8)6 ) t [ 1 + O/J 1 ) I, (30) 
where J( q5, (I) = Hp,,( 0) H,,( 0) ’ Hd,,( 0) and 
1 d.( 1 - j.) ) ’ (x,1, S,,(l)> 
+ v,, ’ 1 S’H,,,(H) B’B( l(t<O)(- IT, + , Ad, 
Since {d’H,,,(H)‘B’B(-Y,T, +, ,(d)), i= 1.2 ,... 1 and i(s’H4,,(0)‘B’BY,T;+,(d), 
i= 1, 2, . ..) are independent sets of i.i.d. rv’s, the first set having mean 0 and 
variance S’J(b, 0) (r and the second set having mean 0 and variance 
S’J(#, 0) ii + o( 1 ), the stochastic part on the RHS of (31) converges weakly 
to - [S’J(c+b, I)) )” B(t) uniformly on ItI <k’, where B(t) is a two-sided 
B.M. as before. Using this in conjunction with 
(2j.Gl)r-2jl(t<O)(l 
in (30) and (3 1 ), it follows that 
(nE( 1 -).)I ’ [2(x,,. S,,(r 
uniformly on 1 t 1 d K. Theorem 2 will be proved by substituting (32) in 
(26), once we show that sup,,, z K II ’ j D,,(t) I = u,,( 1). This is accomplished 
by applying Lemma 5 to individual terms in (27). We omit the proof, 
which is given in [4], of Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 5. 11 #x,1 ;I = O,,(nv,, ‘1, SupI, < r, I/ S,,(t) 11 = o,(v,,), 11 fl,, 11 = O,,(n’ ‘). 
supj,i SK II i-,,(f) II = qh’;‘,n-“‘), and sup,,, G-x I y,,(r)\ = O(vj)z ‘1. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let p = .jn ‘, Z,*, = Z,,,(d) ~ EZ,,(4), and R,,, = R,,,(d,,) and observe that 
,-1,, = EZ,,.,,,. + , (4)-EZ,,,(d)=B~‘,, ‘(1 i-WV,, ‘11, /j = BH,,, 6, 
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so that 
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[, 
i Z,,,(d I] = - II A,,(pAE. - #DA), 
I 
where p/l]. = min(p, IL). Now rewrite (23) as 
where 
-CL, R,,,,, and A,, being the rth coordinates of Z,T, R,,,. and A,:, respec- 
tively. Moreover, letting flI denote the rth coordinate of /I, we can assume 
without loss of generality that p, > 0 for 1 < r < [I, because this can always 
be achieved by a suitable orthogonal transformation of /j, Z,T,, R,,,, and .,I,,. 
Since CC/ uf > 2j-b: implies a, + h, 3 0 or I(, - h, < 0 for some r, the 
event {~,,(.i,d,,)> U,,(dd,,)i cU:‘=, (E,,,, uF,,,,b where 
En,., = (14,wt.j) + A,,,(tzi) 3 0 ), F,,,, = (A,,,(j) - A,,,(tzi) 6 0;. (33) 
It now follows that if 
and 
then 
To prove Theorem 3, we shall show in a series of lemmas that each term 
on the RHS of (34) tends to 0 as n and K tend to CJC. We begin with two 
lemmas concerning the stochastic magnitude of the terms R,,,, involved in 
the events E,,,, and F,,,,. 
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LEMMA 6. Suppost~ <,,, , in?, _.. NLJ it~&pen&wt rc’s \tlifll / E( j’,,, ) 1 6 IPI urd 
Var(<,,,) < a’,for all II and i, cud let if,! = O,,(ri ’ ‘), lim,, _ , 12’ ‘h,, = ‘xl, und 
lim,, ~j , c,> = x1. Then 
(i 1 lim,, + , PCmax , s , = ,, I v,,.i ’ C : C,,, I > h,,l = 0 ud 
(ii) lim,, ~j , Plmax, s , s ,, I v,,” ’ 7 C’, <,,, I > c,,] = 0. 
ProyJ For arbitrary f: > 0, choose N such that P[ I ‘I,~ / 3 2 ‘~1 ’ ‘1 < i: 
and N ‘11’ ‘h,, > 111 for sufficiently large II. Hence for large II, 
by the Hajek Rtnyi inequality 191. Since c>O is arbitrary, part (i) is 
proved, and part (ii) follows by taking h,, = II ’ ?c,, in (i). 1 
LEMMA 7. Zf’lim,, , , II’ ‘h,, = x utzcl lim,, , , o,, = ‘x1, rhrn 
(i 1 lim,, . , Plmax I - ,% ,,, I i ’ C: R,,.,,, + I II >h,,l =o 
(ii ) lim,, _ , f’Cmax,,.,.-,,,, i.,I.i ‘I:: R,,,,,,,l>h,,l=() 
(iii) lim,, _ , PCmax, s ,4,, 1)~ ’ ’ C ‘, R,,, / > c,~] = 0. 
Proqf: By (22 ), for any I c [ I, . . . . tz i . 
where rl,,, = O,(rz I’). I/,,? = O,,(rz ’ ‘), and rf,,3 = o,,(n ’ ‘). By conditions 
3 and S(iii), the means and variances of Y,,(d), Uiz,,(4), and M(X,, 4) are 
bounded. Now apply Lemma 6 to complete the proof. i 
We now demonstrate the negligibility of the first term on the RHS of 
(34). 
LEMMA 8. lim,, - ~, P[ U,F T,,l E,,,,] = 0 un@wzl~ in K. 
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Proof. Rewrite the inequality for the event E,,,, in (33) as 
i Cz,Tr + R,zzr) +.f’(P, i) T CzZ + R,r,r) 
I 
- iP+tf(P, j.1; i C-CL + R,,,,) 
where 
3!7d,,,((pAi.-pi.)+ f’(p. i.)i(l -i.)) (35) 
.f’(p,i)= ip(l -p)) (41 -i)) “. (36) 
For ,jET,,h., ip(l-p)j”>[v,,n “(1-‘l,,/r “)I “3~v!‘t7 ” for 
large II. and p/l). - pi 3 0 for all p E [0, 11. Thus for .jE T,,,.and large II, 
Moreover, since 
and 
p+i..f(p. i)< I +4 (41 -2)) ’ 1 for all I)E [0, I]. 
Hence with C,.(E,) = $ [j,[ 1 + 2(E.( 1 - E.)) ’ ‘1 > 0, we have 
Since lim,,, , v,’ “%’ ‘= x1, the first term on the RHS of the above 
expression tends to 0 as II + cx by condition 3 and Kolmogorov’s 
inequality, while the second term tends to 0 by Lemma 7. This completes 
the proof. 1 
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For examining the events F,,,,, we now define functions g(p), 0 < p < i., 
and h( p ), i, 6 p 6 1, as 
and 
g(i)=; i 1 -k(l -i) ‘1, 
/t(p)= (I-f’(p,~))(l-~~)(r~i) ‘, EL</761 
(37) 
and 
h(j.)=f :l-(1 -i.)2 ‘I, 
where ,f‘(p, j.) is as in (36). In the following lemma we prove some 
properties of these functions when they are restricted to [c, i] and 
[i., 1 ~ c]. respectively, for some I: > 0. 
LEMMA 9. For x > 0 tlwr e.uist x = a( I:) > 0 cttuf y  = y(c) > 0 suc~iz thut 
Proc~f: Since K( II) is continuous on [0, i.] with g(j-) < f and the only 
roots of (L/j)- il -,f’(p,ju)~l=O are p=O and /‘=i, we must have 
,q( p) < 1 for p E [I:, E.], >: > 0. From this, (i) is proved by elementary 
arguments. Analogous properties of /z(p) lead to (ii ). For more details, see 
141. I 
In the next two lemmas we now demonstrate the negligibility of the 
second and the third terms on the RHS of (34). 
LEMMA 10. lim,, . , ,* . , P[U,‘. ,,,& ,,,,, F ,,,, ] = 0 .fbr ull I: > 0. 
Pwc$ By rearrangement of terms, we rewrite the inequality for F,,,, in 
(33) as 
lil , 
(ni ~ j) ’ 1 (Z:.,,; , , ,., + R ,,.,I, + , u-t1 ’ i CZ,,, + R,,,,) 
+ g(p) tz ’ i (Z,$r + R,,,,)- (ttj.) ’ f (CT,,, + R,,,,) 
I I 1 
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for ,; < ni, i.e., p < i. From this, using the lower bounds z(c) >O for 
l-g(p)andy(~)>Ofor (lbg(p))/ig(p)( asgiveninLemma9. wehave 
for large n, 
11, , 
(~~~-.j) ’ 1 R ,,.,,, + , !., 3 C’,(L, t:) \I,, I 
I I 
1 
[I 
,I, 
+P (ni) ’ R,,,, >c’,(i,c)v,, ’ 
f I 1 
where C,(i., c) = f (1 ~ E,) /I, min ( Y(E). Y(C) j > 0. 
Since lim,, j , r,, ‘II’ ’ = 1%) the second, fourth, and sixth terms on the 
RHS of the above expression tend to 0 uniformly in K as II + E, by virtue 
of Lemma 7, while the third and fifth terms tend to 0 uniformly in K as 
II + Y- by condition 3 and Tchebychev’s inequality. 
Finally, let o’= sup,, max (Var[Z,,,,(d)]. Var[Z,,,,,, + ,,,(d)] i. which is 
finite by condition 3. Now applying the Hajek Renyi inequality [9] to the 
first term, we have for large II (not depending on K), 
P 
L I 
max 
, 2 n-L:; 
(ni - ,j) ’ “‘i ’ z,T,rj , I ,I, I 
(., 1 3 C,( j., C ) I’,: ’ ] 
which tends to 0 as ti+ I-C. All terms in (38) thus tend to 0 as n and 
K + my-. To complete the proof, apply Lemma 9(ii) similarly to show that 
lim P , u Fur, = 0. I, + , h-I ,,; + /iv, s , L ,I, I / ) 1 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
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LEMMA 1 1. For .mfjic.ierzt/~- .st~ull 1: > 0, lim,, 1 , P[ U,, \,,, F,ir,] = 0 
Proof: Now we rearrange terms to rewrite the inequality for F,,,, in (33) 
as 
-i (Z:,,. + R ,,,, 1 +.f’(p, i) f  (Z,T,r + R,,,,) 
I I 
+ ( P - i.f’( r, j. ) ; i ( Z,T,,, + R,,,,.) 
(39) 
For v,,~z’ ’ <,j6nr:<tti.. i.e., V,,II “6 p<~<i., the RHS of (39) is 
by choosing f: small enough so that (1 ~- p)’ ’ > (1 ~ c)’ ’ 3 $ and using 
p’ 2 3 (\‘,,I? ’ ‘)’ ‘. In an analogous manner, the same lower bound holds 
for the RHS of (39) if nj < n( 1 -c) < .j< /I ~ V,,II’ ’ with sufficiently small c. 
Now observe that 
1 + f’(p).); <3+ (j”(l -r”)) 17. 
and let h=h,.(2)=il,[j,iE,(l -i.)i”;‘[? + ji(l-i.)) “]>O. Then 
Of these two probabilities, the first tends to 0 as II ---) ‘CC by condition 3 
and Kolmogorov’s inequality and the other tends to 0 as II + Y. by 
Lemma 7. 1 
We now apply Lemmas 8, IO, and 11 in (34) to complete the proof of 
Theorem 3. 
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8. PROOF OF THEOREMS 4 AND 5 
Theorem 4 follows from Theorems 2 and 3 by the argument used in 
proving Theorem 3 of Bhattacharya and Brockwell [3]. This proof is 
omitted. 
To prove Theorem 5, let o^, denote the mle of 0 obtained from .Y, . ._., *yr 
by treating these as i.i.d. with .f’(r, 0). By Theorem 4, it is enough to show 
that for N=nx,,(qS)( 1 --E), 0 <t: < 1, the mle H^,V = 0 + O,(n ’ ‘). Use 
Theorem 4 again to see lim,, j , I’[&( I - 2~) < N < rzj,] = I. Therefore, it is 
enough to show that max,,,,, 
rewrite Ct Y,(d,) = 0 as 
2,.bsxc,,j. l/H, -tlII =O,,(tz I’). For each /i, 
where / c~,,, / d M(,Y,, t1) E( /) o^, ~ 6’ 11, 0) by condition 5. The theorem follows 
from this, because over /z/3( 1 - 2~) <li 6 nn, the maxima of (II ’ ’ Ci Y,(0) ( 
and /k ’ 2; W,,,(H) - J,,(H) 1 are O,( I ) and o,,( 1 ), respectively. by con- 
ditions 1 3, and the maximum of 1 k ’ 2: Pi,,-> 1 = o,,( 1 ). 
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